Dr Gary Veale
Gary is the founder of Growing Human Potential and The Nature of, an Honorary
Senior Fellow at the University of Melbourne, and a former Director with KPMG.
He is one of Australia’s leading experts on the role of nature in unlocking human
potential, on reframing work to a more purposeful and effective paradigm; and is also a
leading advisor for universities and researchers on growing engagement, relevance and
impact beyond academia. His clients are diverse and include private and public
enterprises, Monash Business School, not-for-profits, The University of South Australia,
Victorian Government, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, NSW Government, University of
Melbourne and Monash University.
If you’re curious about why Apple adverts have often featured flowers, why fur babies
are on the rise, and what all this has to do with purposeful work, employee engagement
and well being, productivity and strategy, Gary is worth listening to.
He recently spoke at the Centre for Workplace Leadership’s Future of Work conference
on the Nature of Work; at a major criminology conference on the Nature of Prisons; to
senior mental health workers in NSW on the Nature of Healthcare; at the Melbourne
Home Show; and has delivered keynote and evening talks for various organisations. He
will be speaking at the upcoming International Flower and Garden Show on the human
relationship with nature, and is leading a research project with the Royal Botanic
Gardens Victoria on how nature experiences are changing in an increasingly urbanised,
technologically mediated world.
Gary has over 25 years experience working with leading advisory firms and in industry,
often at the forefront of issues relating to innovation, growth, sustainability, research and
investment. For instance, during 10 years with KPMG, Gary led the firm’s national grants
practice, global sustainable supply chain client offering, the Australian firm’s
environmental response, and a range of strategy, facilitation and performance
improvement engagements with public and private sector clients, and not-for-profit
organisations. He was a founding member of KPMG’s Innovation Council, represented
the firm at a range of national and international conferences, co-authored various
reports, and led work developing a number of new service offerings.
Prior to his 10 years with KPMG, Gary spent 14 years with other professional services
firms, in start-ups and in industry. He holds a PhD in the role of nature in unlocking
human potential (University of Melbourne), is a qualified teacher (Bath Uni) and has an
honours degree in biological science (Durham Uni). When not spending time with his
wife and two daughters, Gary’s backstory includes dog sledding in remote Alaska and 8
years as a volunteer guide at Melbourne Zoo.

